Abstract. The snow surface temperature is an important quantity in the snow energy balance, since it modulates the exchange of energy between the surface and the atmosphere as well as the conduction of energy into the snowpack. It is therefore important to correctly model snow surface temperatures in energy balance snowmelt models. This paper focuses on the relationship between snow surface temperature and conductive energy fluxes that drive the energy balance of a snowpack. Time series of snow temperature at the surface and through the snowpack were measured to examine energy conduction in a snowpack. Based on these measurements we calculated the snowpack energy content and conductive energy flux at the snow surface. We then used these estimates of conductive energy flux to evaluate formulae for the calculation of the conductive flux at the snow surface based on surface temperature time series. We use a method based on Fourier frequency analysis to estimate snow thermal properties. Among the formulae evaluated, we found that a modified force-restore formula, based on the superimposition of the force-restore equation capturing diurnal fluctuations on a gradually changing temperature gradient, had the best agreement with observations of heat conduction. This formula is suggested for the parameterization of snow surface temperature in a full snowpack energy balance model.
Introduction
Energy balance snowmelt models include calculations for the conduction of energy into the snow forced by surface energy exchanges. Many fluxes at the snow surface are functions of the snow surface temperature, which itself results from the balance of fluxes to and from the surface. This paper examines models for the calculation of conductive energy flux at the snow surface based on snow surface temperature using measured time series of snow temperature at the snow surface and through the snowpack. These measurements were made as part of an effort to validate the energy components of an energy balance snowmelt model and led to a more refined understanding of how to parameterize snow surface temperature in these models.
Conduction of heat from the snow surface into the snowpack depends on the temperature profile within the snow that results from the history of previous energy exchanges and surface temperatures interacting with snowpack thermal properties. If the heat flux into the snowpack were steady state, and snowpack thermal properties homogeneous, the temperature profile would be linear, and the temperature gradient constant with depth. Because snow surface heating varies over the course of a day and over longer time periods, the temperature profile is nonlinear with depth, leading to complexity in the evolution of temperature and energy fluxes.
One approach used by snowmelt models to account for this nonlinearity is to discretize the snow into multiple layers, using, for example, finite difference schemes (Yen, 1967; Anderson, 1976; Blöschl and Kirnbauer, 1991; Jordan, 1991; Gray et al., 1995; Marks et al., 1999; Bartelt and Lehning, 2002) . Multiple layer models track heat stores and varying
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union. 536 C. H. Luce and D. G. Tarboton: Evaluation of snowpack temperature formulae gradients with depth using linear approximations, with thinner layers near the surface to represent the steeper and more nonlinear temperature profile. In addition, these finite difference models may estimate changes in snow properties within layers based on snow metamorphism (Colbeck, 1982; Jordan, 1991; Arons and Colbeck, 1995; Bartelt and Lehning, 2002) . The vertically distributed temperature and snow property information internal to the snowpack is useful in some applications, such as determining crystal development at depth for snowpack strength or understanding microwave satellite information. However, for many snowmelt modeling purposes, the heat fluxes at the surface and the base of the snowpack (or other suitable control volume) are sufficient for an energy balance, and they depend on the temperature gradient and the properties of the snow at the surface and base.
Another approach, striving for parsimony, is to use a single layer or a small number of layers in a snowmelt model. Because inaccuracies in the modeling of internal snowpack property details could lead to substantial errors in estimating the vertically distributed snowpack temperature (Arons and Colbeck, 1995) , a minimum of model complexity is desirable. This is a special case of the general principle of parsimony in modeling. Vertical integration of the snowpack energy distribution also provides computational savings for distributed modeling applications and may be an important initial step in constructing spatially integrated models (Horne and Kavvas, 1997; Luce et al., 1999; Luce and Tarboton, 2004) . Some have investigated the problem from the point of view of minimizing the number of layers needed while still retaining essentially a finite difference solution (Jin et al., 1999; Marks et al., 1999) .
One of the primary reasons cited for the poor performance of single-layer models in comparative validations is poor representation of internal snowpack heat transfer processes (Blöschl and Kirnbauer, 1991; Koivasulo and Heikinheimo, 1999) . These authors have also specifically cited the errors being most pronounced during cold periods before melt occurs, indicating that heat flow more than water flow may be to blame. Evaluations of the Utah Energy Balance model (Tarboton and Luce, 1996; Koivasulo and Heikinheimo, 1999) showed that the model underestimated snowpack temperature during a cold spell because the conduction parameterization overestimated the conduction within the snowpack. An important question is whether this is a problem with the specific equilibrium gradient parameterization that this model used or if it is an intrinsic drawback to the use of a single layer model.
Frequency domain discretization is a common alternative to spatial domain discretization for a number of disciplines (Press et al., 1992) . In frequency domain modeling, calculations are done across variations in frequency instead of across variations in space. Thus slow processes might be modeled as a low-frequency component and faster processes as high-frequency components. The force-restore approach is an example application of the concept for snowpack and soil temperature modeling considering a single dominant frequency (diurnal) of thermal forcing (Deardorff, 1978; Hu and Islam, 1995) . The force-restore method has been applied for snowpack modeling in several land-surface hydrology components for regional and global circulation models (e.g. Dickinson et al., 1993) . If we consider the frequency domain approach in a general way, we have the opportunity to test the utility of considering more than one frequency.
The purpose of this paper is to explore alternative formulae derived from different frequency domain discretizations that may be used to parameterize the conduction of energy into a snowpack based on the surface temperature time series and evaluate those formulae using observations of snowpack energy content. In Sect. 2 we first review the theory associated with the frequency and amplitude of temperature time series and conduction within snow based on the heat equation. We summarize important inferences regarding the lagging of phase and dampening of the amplitude of periodic forcing inputs with depth and indicate how measurements of these can be used to infer thermal properties. We then review, from the theory, the basis for formulae used to calculate the surface temperature and estimate the surface energy flux in snowmelt models. We suggest a modification to accommodate lower frequency variations. In Sect. 3 we describe the measurements of temperature and ground heat flux that we have used to test this theory. In Sect. 4 we describe the analysis that quantified the dampening and lagging of phase of temperature with depth to estimate thermal properties. We also describe the analysis of temperature time series used to calculate the internal energy of the snow and energy flux at the snow surface. Section 5 presents results where we show the snow thermal properties derived from the frequency analysis. These properties are then used in the comparison of formulae for calculation of conduction into the snow to compare energy content and conductive flux at the surface and base of the snowpack from these formulae to measurements.
Theory

Conduction with sinusoidal forcing
We can describe heat flow in the snowpack approximately using the diffusion, or heat, equation and assuming homogeneity of properties (Yen, 1967) ,
where T is the temperature ( • C), t is time (s), z is depth (m) measured downwards from the surface, and k is the thermal diffusivity (m 2 s −1 ). Thermal diffusivity is related to thermal conductivity and specific heat through
where λ is the thermal conductivity (J m −1 • C −1 s −1 ), C is the specific heat (J kg −1 • C −1 ), and ρ is the snow density (kg m −3 ). The diurnal cycle that dominates snow energy fluxes can be approximated using a sinusoidal temperature fluctuation at the surface, or upper boundary, given by
where T s is the surface temperature ( • C), A is the amplitude of the temperature fluctuation at the surface ( • C),T is the time average temperature at the surface ( • C), and ω is the angular frequency (0.2618 radians h −1 for a diurnal forcing). For semi-infinite domain (0< z < ∞), the differential Eq. (1) with boundary condition (Eq. 3) has solution (Berg and McGregor, 1966 )
In this solution, d is the damping depth (m), the depth at which the amplitude is 1/e times the surface amplitude. d is related to the thermal diffusivity and frequency by d=(2k/ω) 1/2 . The heat flux, Q c (W m −2 ), is the thermal conductivity times the temperature gradient
Differentiating Eq. (4) with respect to z and substituting in Eq. (5) gives
Here Q c is defined as positive in the positive z direction, which is into the snow. Evaluating Eq. (6) at z=0 to obtain the surface heat flux, Q cs (W m −2 ), and using a trigonometric identity for the sum of sine and cosine yields the surface heat flux as a function of time,
This shows that the temperature lags the heat flux by π/4 radians, which is 1/8 of a cycle or 3 h for diurnal forcing. Differentiating Eq. (4) with respect to time gives
Comparing Eqs. (4) and (8) to (6) , the sine term in Eq. (6) can, using Eq. (4), be replaced by (λ/d)(T (z,t) −T ) while the cosine term in Eq. (6) can, using Eq. (8), be replaced by
This is the basis for the force-restore method to estimate the surface heat flux (see also Eq. 10) of Hu and Islam, 1995) .
Applied at the surface and using a finite difference approximation for ∂T s /∂t results in an estimate
where t is the time step and T s lag1 is the surface temperature lagged by one time step, i.e. at t − t. For this approximation to be valid, t must be small compared to the daily time scale.
Modeling snow surface temperature
In an energy balance snowmelt model it is important to connect the energy fluxes above the snow surface to the conduction of energy into the snow. Conservation of energy at the snow surface implies that the net energy exchanges above the surface, Q A , must balance the net fluxes below the surface. Q A comprises net solar and longwave radiation, sensible and latent heat fluxes and the flux due to precipitation. While these are sometimes taken as external forcing to the snowmelt model, they do interact through dependence on T s . For example outgoing longwave radiation is related to T s through the Stefan-Boltzman equation, while sensible heat flux is related to T s through the difference between T s and air temperature. Thus, in general, we can write Q A (T s ).
The processes carrying heat from the surface into the snowpack comprise solid conduction, vapor phase diffusion, and infiltration of meltwater generated at the surface. The focus in this paper is on the conduction/diffusion components, Q cs , which are driven by temperature gradients. Since conduction depends on temperature at the surface as well as the temperature profile within the snow, we write Q cs (T s ,T ave ) to explicitly show the dependence on T s , and to approximate the temperature within the snow as the average temperature of the snowpack, T ave , which tracks the bulk energy state of the snowpack in a snowmelt model. Noting that there is no storage of energy in a surface with no thickness, one can estimate T s in an energy-balance model by setting Q A (T s ) = Q cs (T s ,T ave ) and solving for T s . Three different formulae for approximating Q cs (T s ,T ave ) in this equation are evaluated here. The first and simplest formula for calculating T s and estimating the surface heat flux was a linear equilibrium gradient approach that we used earlier (Tarboton, 1994; Tarboton et al., 1995; Tarboton and Luce, 1996) . This estimates the conduction of heat from the surface into the snowpack as a function of the difference between the average snowpack temperature (as estimated from the energy content) and the surface temperature.
This can be obtained as a direct finite difference approximation of Eq. (5), assuming that d represents an effective depth to the average temperature. It can also be obtained from Eq. (10) by neglecting the time gradient term and replacingT by T ave . In this approximation the damping depth for a diurnal fluctuation has been used to scale the depth, d, over which the gradient is approximated, and temperature at this depth is taken as the average temperature of the snowpack, T ave . The inclusion of T ave , is key because it connects the calculation of surface temperature to the energy state of the snowpack. Without this connection to the physical dependence of Q cs on temperature within the snow, as represented by T ave , snow surface temperatures would evolve independently of the temperature of the rest of the snowpack, which does not reflect our physical understanding. Earlier work (Tarboton and Luce, 1996; Koivasulo and Heikinheimo, 1999) has shown that, when used in a snowmelt model with literature estimates of thermal conductivity, this equilibrium gradient approach results in an underestimation of snowpack temperature during a cold spell. WhileT in Eq. (10) is identified as the steady-state time average surface temperature in Eq. (3), it may also be interpreted from Eq. (4) as an invarying temperature at infinite depth, or as the average temperature of the medium over the semi-infinite domain (Hu and Islam, 1995) . To use Eq. (10) to calculate T s and surface heat flux, we replaceT by T ave , the average temperature of the snow over the finite depth of the snowpack.
When equated to Q A (T s ) this provides the second formula for calculating T s and estimating heat flux in an energy balance snowmelt model. The interpretation above ofT as the average temperature over depth is only the case if the diurnal fluctuation solution of Eq. (4) is not superimposed on any steady gradient or lower frequency fluctuations. To account for lower frequency fluctuations or a constant temperature gradient we can add to Eq. (10) the flux due to the vertical gradient in temperature averaged at a daily scale. This gradient is estimated using the difference in the daily average surface temperature,T s , and the daily average depth average snowpack temperature,T ave , evaluated over a distance d lf .
In this equation, we also substituted the daily average surface temperature,T s , forT . This approximation combines the diurnal cycle flux (Eq. 10), calculated over the time scale of one day with a finite difference approximation similar to Eq. (11) at longer time scales. The subscript, "lf", on d lf indicates lower frequency. We estimated d lf based on the depth of penetration of a lower frequency surface temperature fluctuation responsible for setting up this gradient, d lf =(2k/ω lf ) 1/2 . The appropriate low frequency, ω lf , to use is not known; so in this paper, ω lf is fitted to observations.
Equations (11), (12) and (13) are formulae that can be used to parameterize conduction in a snowmelt model. Here we evaluate each against measurements.
Measurements
The measurements used in this analysis were previously reported in Tarboton (1994) as part of a test of the UEB snowmelt model (Tarboton et al., 1995; Tarboton and Luce, 1996) . Measurements were taken at the Utah State University Drainage Research Farm, west of Logan, Utah, near the center of Cache Valley. Cache Valley is situated in the Wasatch Mountains, east of the Great Salt Lake in Utah and is similar to many valleys formed by faulting in the Basin and Range Province of the western United States. It is oriented north and south, about 110 km long and 15 km wide, between two high ranges on the east and west, each about 1500 m higher than the valley floor, making the valley prone to long winter inversions.
Snowpack and shallow soil temperatures were measured using eight copper-constantin thermocouples and an infrared thermometer. Two thermocouples were placed below the ground surface at depths of 2.5 and 7.5 cm. Another thermocouple was placed at the ground surface, and the remaining five thermocouples were placed at 5, 12.5, 20, 27.5, and 35 cm above the ground surface on a ladder constructed of fishing line. Snowpack surface temperature was measured with two Everest Interscience model 4000 infrared thermometers with 15-degree field of view. Time series of these temperature measurements are shown in Fig. 1 . Ground heat flux was measured with a REBS ground heat flux plate placed at 10 cm depth in the soil. Measurements were taken each half-hour.
Analysis
Equation (4) forms the basis for a Fourier analysis of temperature time series at multiple depths to estimate snowpack properties. Fourier analysis of a single temperature trace provides estimates of the phase and amplitude of that trace for a given frequency, diurnal in this case. Contrasting the phase and amplitude of different layers provides an estimate of the thermal properties between the measurements. Fourier analyses of temperature time series in snowpacks have been used in the past with best results for large diurnal temperature signals (Sturm et al., 1997) . We know of no implementations of this technique using modern sensors and sub-hourly data.
We examined the temperature patterns over 8 days of the study period from 26 January to 2 February 1993, selected because of lack of melt or accumulation. A function, f , spanning the full 8-day (192-h) equal time steps, t, may be approximated by its Fourier series
where
and n is the number of observations (n = L/ t). The Fourier coefficients, a k and b k , quantify the amplitude and phase associated with each frequency ω k = kω 0 that is present in the Fourier decomposition of the function. They may be estimated from discrete data by
where w j are the weights applied to each observation using a window function. We used a Parzen window, which gives the weights as, Press et al. (1992) . In our analysis, we are interested in the diurnal frequency, with period, τ =24 h. For an analysis duration of 192 h, this corresponds to 8 cycles, or k=8. We estimated a 8 and b 8 from Eqs. (18) and (19). Noting the trigonometric identity
we can calculate
and φ = a 8
For negative values of φ, we added 2π. The differences in the value of φ between the surface and each layer were used to calculate of the value of z/d for each layer from the sine term of Eq. (4). Similarly, the value of z/d was estimated from the natural log of the ratios of the amplitude at the layer's temperature to the amplitude of the surface temperature, considering the exponential decay term in Eq. (4). Knowing the vertical position of each measurement in the snowpack, we calculated d, which provides a direct estimate of the diffusivity, k. Snowpack density (observed average of 260 kg m −3 in our study) and the specific heat of ice (2.09 kJ kg −1 ) were then used to estimate a value of conductivity, λ, from Eq. (2). The parameters estimated in this manner were used in the comparisons between the equations used to estimate surface heat fluxes.
The energy content of a control volume comprising the snow and soil above the heat flux plate buried at 10 cm was estimated from the average snowpack temperature, the average soil temperature, and the snowpack surface temperature. For layers of the snowpack and soil between thermocouples, we used the average temperature between the thermocouples. Taking 0 • C ice as having 0 energy content, the energy content without any liquid water present in the snowpack is,
where T snow is the depth averaged snow temperature and T soil is the depth averaged soil temperature over the depth of the soil above the heat flux plate, D e (0.1 m), W snow is the water equivalent of the snowpack (m), ρ w is the density of water (1000 kg m −3 ), ρ soil is the density of soil (1700 kg m −3 ), C ice is the specific heat of ice (2.09 kJ kg −1 ) and C soil is the specific heat of soil (2.09 kJ kg −1 ). This measure of the energy content can only record energy content when there is no water in the snowpack; thus it can only reliably calculate U <0. For periods when U is greater than 0 due to the presence of liquid water in the snowpack, this Eq. (22) results in an underestimate that serves as a lower bound on U . Figure 2 shows the snowpack energy content as measured by snowpack temperature over the study period; positive estimates result from ground temperatures greater than 0 with a shallow snowpack. Figure 3 shows the magnitude of heat fluxes at the surface of the snowpack inferred from the time series of energy content and measured ground heat flux necessary to explain the observed changes in snowpack energy content. During the first two weeks of the period, all parts of the snowpack were below freezing, so the energy content as measured by the temperature is an accurate description of the energy of the snowpack. During this period, there is an opportunity to examine how to model changes in snowpack energy that relate to the average snowpack temperature. Table 1 presents thermal diffusivity values estimated from the Fourier analysis and an estimate of the conductivity based on the snowpack average density. The snow depth during this period was 39 cm and the analysis used the thermocouples at 0, 5, 12.5, 20, and 27.5 cm above the ground. The thermocouple 35 cm above the ground was not used in the analysis because the precision of its position relative to the snow surface was relatively worse and the results from it were unrealistic, presumably due to this positioning inaccuracy. In Table 1a, z is the depth of the thermocouple from the snow surface; φ is the phase of the temperature cycle from Eq. (21); and z/d is calculated based on the difference in phase between the surface and the thermocouple using Eq. (4) Knowing z, we have an estimate of d, which is related to diffusivity, k, by d=(2k/ω) 1/2 and finally λ by Eq. (2). In Table 1b the amplitude of the diurnal variation at each measurement point is calculated by Eq. (20), and the ratio of the amplitude at each layer to the amplitude at the surface gives exp(-z/d) from Eq. (4). The log of this gives z/d, and the remainder of the calculations in Table 1b are the same as for Table 1a . The agreement (generally within 10%) between the results considering just relative timing and those considering just relative amplitude supports use of the Fourier analysis procedure with diurnal forcing.
Results and discussion
Thermal properties
As might be expected, the properties for the upper snow layers differ from those of the lower layers, suggesting an increase in effective conductivity that may be related to increases in density with depth. Although the heat Eq. (1) assumes homogeneity of snowpack thermal properties, it has been shown for heat conduction problems that a nonhomogeneous diffusivity can be reasonably approximated by effective parameters in the heat equation within constraints of limited heterogeneity (Hanks et al., 1971) .
For comparison among the three equations, there is a need for an estimate of the effective density and conductivity. Because most of the variation in energy takes place in the upper portion of the snowpack, we took the average of the conductivity values of the upper layer from the phase and amplitude analyses, λ=0.058 W m −1 • C −1 as the best estimate. 
Model comparison
Equations (11-13) estimate the conductive heat flux at the surface of the snowpack as a function of the history of surface temperature and the current energy content of the snowpack. With direct measurements of the surface temperature and the ground heat flux, we were able to model the time evolution of snowpack energy content and surface heat conduction fluxes without examining the details of the surface energy balance (e.g. net radiation). For Eq. (11), the equilibrium gradient equation, and Eq. (12), the force-restore equation, the independently estimated parameter value of λ=0.058 W m −1 • C −1 yielded very low energy contents relative to observations. However by changing the conductivity to 0.01 W m −1 • C −1 for the equilibrium gradient (Eq. 11) and 0.007 W m −1 • C −1 for the force-restore (Eq. 12) approximate fits were possible (Fig. 4) . These are unrealistically low thermal conductivity values, and result in severe damping of the daily variations in energy content. Equation (13), the modified force-restore equation, worked well with the conductivity independently estimated from the frequency analysis and calibrating ω lf , with the resultant value corresponding to a period of 8.7 days, or using d lf =(2k/ω lf ) 1/2 , an effective depth of 16 cm. The suggestion is that physically realistic estimates of thermal conductivity from formulae (e.g. Sturm et al., 1997) could be used with such a model, leaving only a question about appropriate values for ω lf .
Comparing half-hourly surface heat flux estimates from the modified force-restore Eq. (13) to observations (Fig. 5) shows strong agreement to fluctuations at this time scale.
This comparison uses conductivity and half-hourly changes in internal energy (Fig. 3) derived from temperature measurements that include the surface temperature, so is not a completely independent test of the model. Nevertheless, the modified force restore result in Fig. 5 is derived primarily from the observed surface temperature and suggests the accuracy to which the conduction of energy into a snowpack can be parameterized in an energy balance snowmelt model based on surface temperature forcing alone. The largest disagreements are generally less than 10 W m −2 in the early evening hours when the observed fluctuations in surface flux are not sinusoidal, but show an abrupt reduction in cooling. Records from a nearby airport suggest that this is likely related to the formation of fog at that time and the consequent reduction in net longwave losses (Luce, 2000) .
Comparing surface heat flux estimates from all three equations (Fig. 6 ) is more easily done with a 3-h average and shows that the equilibrium gradient approach (Eq. 11) produces a damped and lagged signal relative to the observations and modified force-restore (Eq. 13), and the force-restore model (Eq. 12) is in phase but damped. Figure 7 compares 3-h average surface heat flux from the modified force restore equation where now both snow conductivity, λ, and lower frequency parameter, ω lf , were calibrated. Adjustments to ω lf move the modeled line vertically while adjustments to conductivity change the amplitude of the diurnal fluctuations. At the half-hourly time scale, the Nash-Sutcliffe (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) conductivity, λ=0.025 W m −1 • C −1 and ω lf corresponding to a 3.7 day low frequency period, with effective depth d lf =(2k/ω lf ) 1/2 , of 7 cm. These adjustments push conductivity just out of the range reported by Sturm et al. (1997) . While calibration of both conductivity and low frequency period does improve the comparisons to measured energy fluxes, it is reassuring that using the directly measured conductivity and only calibrating ω lf does result in quite good comparisons.
Conclusions
Heat flow through the snowpack is considered a difficult and complex process to model. So much so, that it has been generally assumed that single-layer snowpack models must, Three-hour average surface conductive heat flux observations compared to three models over 5 day period.
Equilibrium gradient parameter used in Eq. 11 was λ=0.01 W m −1 • C −1 . Force restore parameter used in Eq. 12 was λ=0.007 W m −1 • C −1 . Modified force restore parameters used in Eq. 13 were λ=0.058 W m −1 • C −1 , ω lf corresponding to 8.7 days, d lf =(2k/ω lf )=16 cm. of necessity, err in estimates of heat conduction, with their worst performance during cold periods. Making use of the fact that the heating and cooling of the snowpack is primarily diurnally forced, we substantially improved our descriptions of heat flow in the snowpack. By recognizing further that there are lower frequency forcings we can improve descriptions for extended cold periods. Equation (13), based on a force-restore model with a superimposed gradient, was shown to reproduce measured half-hourly and three hour average surface energy fluxes, as well as aggregate energy content quite well using an independently measured thermal conductivity and a calibrated low frequency parameter. This suggests that this formula is a good candidate for the parameterization of surface energy flux and calculation of surface temperature in an energy balance snowmelt model. This formula calculates energy flux without detailed information on the distribution of temperature over depth, so presents a potential to approximate more complex multilayer models in applications where computational simplifications may be useful, as in lumped modeling of spatially heterogeneous snowpacks. Our analysis shows a reasonable approximation in this case, and there would be benefit to testing against more complex models and observations in other environments.
Following the logic of this approach to the extreme, we could recognize that the forcing at the surface could be decomposed into a Fourier series with multiple frequencies. Estimation of the parameters for that series would use the time series of all previous surface temperatures -essentially the same information used in finite difference models. In principle the two numerical schemes would converge on a very similar answer. Within this concept lies the seed for simplification. If we can recognize those few frequencies with the greatest power, we can continue to represent the snowpack as a single-layer, and only use such recent past temperature information as needed.
